Two cents stamp used on short-paid postcard to England, 1918.
REIGN OF SULTAN IBRAHIM

1912. SECOND PORTRAIT: PRINTINGS ON VERTICAL MULTIPLE ROSETTE WATERMARKED, CHALK-SURFACED PAPER

Five and four cents stamp franking registration fee (10 cents) and empire letter rate, on censored cover, Batu Pahat to India in 1919.
A printing from the lower half of Plate 1, showing the plate number on Column 2 margin. This multiple is from Rows 5-10, Columns 1-9. Scarce in large multiples.

Stamps with this watermark type were issued over eight years. The initial printings were from the upper half of Plate 1. Plate numbers appeared only on the top margins for the upper half.
REIGN OF SULTAN IBRAHIM: SECOND PORTRAIT DEFINITIVES
Stamp issues 1918 - 1920, on Multiple Crown CA watermarked paper.

Printer's proofs for duty plates, with orders for 120 leads noted. The 21 cents value was first issued in 1919, meant to cover the minimum telegram rate.

Each unique. Ex De La Rue archives.

This block of the color change of 2 cents to dull purple and green reveals that the duty plate had been reconfigured to print an outside jubilee line.
Pair of 2 cents purple and gree, used with 1 cent (watermarked Multiple Scriot CA) used from Tangkak to Singapore in 1922, when stamp production was changed to the new watermarked paper.

Stamps with this watermark had a relatively short life.
REIGN OF SULTAN IBRAHIM

1918-1920. SECOND PORTRAIT: PRINTINGS ON MULTIPLE CROWN CA WATERMARKED, CHALK-SURFACED PAPER

Pair of 10 cents paying registation fee and UPU letter rate, Johore Bahru to Sweden, later redirected to France.

Stamps re-affixed badly, misaligning cancel. Cancel dates on cover and stamps are similar.
REIGN OF SULTAN IBRAHIM

1918. SECOND PORTRAIT: PRINTINGS ON MULTIPLE CROWN CA WATERMARKED, CHALK-SURFACED PAPER

The fifty and one hundred dollar values were not printed on this watermarked paper. New supplies were printed on Multiple Script CA watermarked paper.
Full sheet of two cents purple and orange (folded) showing printing format (12 x 10) from lower half of Plate 1.

Jubilee line broken at perforation positions, but straddles Columns 6 and 7. Perforation extends to the top margin. Plate numbers appear on Columns 2 and 11 margins.

All issues in this series were printed in this format only.
1922. The New 12 Cents Value

Specimen

Proof for duty plate, with order for "120 leads" for new Plate 2

Unique item. Ex De La Rue archives.

12 cents paying foreign letter rate (1 oz.) in 1926 registered letter to Costa Rica via New York. Total 33 cents franking include 15 cents for registration and 6 cents for additional 1 oz. Unusual mail to consul in rare destination from Malaya.
REIGN OF SULTAN IBRAHIM

PRINTINGS ON MULTIPLE SCRIPT CA WATERMARKED PAPER

1922 - 1940. The One Cent Dull Purple and Black

Unusual Kuala Lumpur, Selangor cancel (1936)

Block of 6 and 2 cents green franking 8 cents empire rate, Muar to India in 1938. This stamp was printed from Plates 1 through 5 over 18 years. Meant to make up for additional ounce weight, this stamp is often used as multiples.
Three of 5 cents paid registration a 4 cents stamp the Malayan letter rate, Batu Pahat to Singapore in 1926. This cover has a 'RECOMMANDE' postmark unlisted in Proud's Postal History of Malaya, Vol. III.
REIGN OF SULTAN IBRAHIM

PRINTINGS ON MULTIPLE SCRIPT CA WATERMARKED PAPER

1922 - 1940. The Six Cents Purple and Claret

Eight of 6 cents and a 2 cents stamp paid the airmail rate, Johore Bahru to India in November 1941. Double censored in Singapore and upon arrival.

This stamp was printed from Plates 1, 2, 4 and 5 over 18 years.
Bottom left quarter of sheet from the bottom of Plate 1. Scarce in large multiples.

This stamp had a very short life (less than six months). The blue value color was changed to yellow at the time a 12 cents stamp with value in blue was issued in the third quarter of 1922. Comparatively high catalogue valuation for a low value is not reflective of the scarcity of used copies, particularly on cover.
REIGN OF SULTAN IBRAHIM

PRINTINGS ON MULTIPLE SCRIPT CA WATERMARKED PAPER
1922 - 1940. The Ten Cents Purple and Yellow

Ten cents used with other values for total of 57 cents paying 15 cents registration, and sextuple letter rate, Johore Bahru to Louisiana, USA in 1939. Seldom seen extra weight franking.
REIGN OF SULTAN IBRAHIM

PRINTINGS ON MULTIPLE SCRIPT CA WATERMARKED PAPER
1922 -1940. The Twenty Five and Fifty Cent Stamps

Twenty five cents paid the airmail rate, Panchor to United Kingdom, September 1937

Fifty cents increased rate for airmail, Muar to India, June 1941
REIGN OF SULTAN IBRAHIM
PRINTINGS ON MULTIPLE SCRIPT CA WATERMARKED PAPER
1922 - 1926. The Low Dollar Values